
A BIOGRAPHY OF MICHELANGELO A RENAISSANCE MAN OF MANY

TALENTS

Michelangelo, Italian Renaissance sculptor, painter, and architect who exerted an and partly, too, because many of the
artist's works in other media remain unfinished. What makes Michelangelo a Renaissance man? Obviously talented, he
was taken under the wing of the ruler of the city, Lorenzo de'.

Scholars debate whether this was more an expression of homosexuality or a bittersweet longing by the
unmarried, childless, aging Michelangelo for a father-son relationship. The complex problem for the designer
was to extract two figures from one marble block, an unusual undertaking in all periods. During his life, the
western world underwent what was perhaps the most remarkable period of change since the decline of the
Roman Empire. The patron was a French cardinal, and the type was earlier more common in northern Europe
than in Italy. Genius is eternal patience. It may have been his grammar school friend, Francesco Granacci, six
years his senior, who introduced Michelangelo to painter Domenico Ghirlandaio. He also worked as an
architect. Currently, it is owned by the City of Florence, Italy, although the country of Italy has also claimed
ownership of the work. At the age of thirteen he was apprenticed to Domenico Ghirlandaio, a painter and
artist. The process of replacing the Constantinian basilica of the 4th century had been underway for fifty years
and in foundations had been laid to the plans of Bramante. His paintings and frescoes were largely taken from
mythological and classical sources and were deployed for the main part in religious work. Michelangelo spent
only a year at the workshop the moved into the palace of Florentine ruler Lorenzo the Magnificent, of the
powerful Medici family, to study classical sculpture in the Medici gardens. He immediately improved the
plan, had important parts made much stronger, and designed a huge dome, taller than any other dome in the
world. Michelangelo's David David became Michelangelo's most famous work of art. Although not all the
tombs were built, Michelangelo finished seven large statues including a "Madonna and Child". He led a
mostly solitary life with few known intimate relationships. Do you think the use of assistants makes
Michelangelo's other work less "special" somehow, even if they were only mixing paint or filling in details he
had already sketched out? In a fiery fit of reaction to rumors circulating that the piece was made by one of his
competitors, Cristoforo Solari, he carved his name across Mary's sash right between her breasts. The rest of
the great plan was unfinished. Many years earlier the Guild of Woolworkers had commissioned some artists to
make statues of the heroes of the city. To the left, people are rising from their graves and many are welcomed
into Heaven. He combined the design ideas of all the prior architects who had given input on the work, which
imagined a large dome comparable to Brunelleschi's famous dome in Florence, and coalesced them with his
own grand visions. Rival Roman painter Raphael evidently altered his style after seeing the work. Together
with Leonardo Da Vinci , the two stood out as strong and mighty-personalities with two irreconcilably
opposed attitudes to art , yet with a bond of deep understanding between them. Michelangelo not only
outshines all his predecessors; he remains the only great sculptor of the Renaissance at its best. In Bologna,
Michelangelo continued his work as a sculptor. He was still young when his family moved to Florence where
Michelangelo grew up. Petronius, a kneeling angel holding a candlestick, and St. Michelangelo was so upset at
the behaviour of the Medici that he left his beloved city and never went back. He thought that the painter
Rafael convinced the Pope to have him paint the Sistine Chapel out of jealousy over his sculptures.


